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Centro Comercial Parque Santiago 6,
 Oficina 13, Los Cristianos, Arona

Price: 495,000 Euros
Complex: 
Location: El Medano
Type: Townhouse
Bedrooms: 3
Bathrooms: 2

Reference: A3EM2397

Built size: 232m2
Terrace size: 41m2
Plot size: m2

Discover this modern 4-level home in El MÃ©dano, an architectural jewel with high-end finishes and
fully furnished. Its open layout on the main floor combines kitchen, dining room and living room, flowing
into two terraces that invite outdoor enjoyment. In addition, it has a toilet for visitors.

The upper level houses three bedrooms with integrated wardrobes and two bathrooms, highlighting the
master with a luxurious bathroom en suite. An intermediate space of almost 100m2 offers endless
possibilities: entertainment room, gym or playground.

The spacious garage accommodates 4 cars and additional storage space. Among its extras, highlights
a rooftop jacuzzi, LG TV 65 ", Siemens appliances, alarm system and wifi connectivity.

Located in a quiet community just 100m from the heart of El Medano and 500m from La Jaquita beach,
this house is the perfect retreat. El MÃ©dano, known for its beaches and water sports, is a favorite
enclave for both residents and visitors.

If you are looking for a combination of design, comfort and location, this is your chance. Contact us and
come and discover your next home!

* Distance to Sea: 
* Furnished
* Standard Furnishing
* Garage
* Energy Certificate Pending More info at

https://www.tenerifepropertiesforsale.com/properties/2154

The description and the sales prices indicated for the properties offered for sale on this site are believed to be correct. Notwithstanding, the
information contained in this web site is subject to errors and omissions, and the properties themselves subject to price changes, prior sale    
or withdrawal from the market.
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